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The CDF Collaboration has presented evidence for top quark production of mass 174~10+I2 GeV/c2 with a cross section of 13.9 4 s pb [3] . The present analysis, which is based on the same data sample as Ref. [2] , includes three additional top quark decay channels, reoptimizes the event selection criteria for higher mass top, and provides a background-subtracted estimate of the top production cross section [4] . [5] .
The DO detector and data collection systems are described in Ref. [6] . The basic elements of the trigger and reconstruction algorithms for jets, electrons, muons, and neutrinos are given in Ref. [2] .
Muons were detected and momentum analyzed using an iron toroid spectrometer outside of a uranium-liquid argon calorimeter and a nonmagnetic central tracking system inside the calorimeter.
Muons were identified by their ability to penetrate the calorimeter and the spectrometer magnet yoke. Two distinct types of muons were defined.
"High-pT" muons, which are predominantly from gauge boson decay, were required to be isolated from jet axes by distance AK ) 0.5 in zJ-p space [q = pseudorapidity = tanh '(cos 9); 0, P = polar, azimuthal angle], and to have transverse momentum pr ) 12 GeV/c. "Soft" muons, which are primarily from b, c, or vr/IC decay, were required to be within distance b, R ( 0.5 of any jet axis or, alternatively, to have a pT less than the minimum of a high-pT muon. The minimum pT for soft muons was 4 GeV/c and the maximum g for both kinds of muons was 1.7.
Electrons were identified by their longitudinal and transverse shower profile in the calorimeter, and were required to have a matching track in the central tracking chambers. The background from photon conversions was reduced relative to that in Ref. [2] by the imposition of an ionization (dE/dx) criterion on the chamber track. Electrons were required to have~g~( 2.5 and transverse energy ET ) 15 GeV.
Jets were reconstructed using a cone algorithm of radius R = 0.5 with a minimum ET of 8 GeV. The minimum ET for jets to be included in the top analysis was either 15 or 20 GeV (see Table I ). The acceptance for tt events was calculated for several top masses using the tsAJET event generator [7) and a detector simulation based on the GEANT program [8] .
Physics backgrounds (those having the same final state particles as the signal) were estimated by Monte Carlo simulation or from a combination of Monte Carlo and data. The instrumental background from jets misidentified as electrons was estimated entirely from data using the measured jet misidentification probability (typically 2 x 10 4). Other backgrounds for muons (e.g., hadronic punchthrough and cosmic rays) were found to be negligible for the signatures in question.
The signature for dilepton channels was defined as having two high-pT isolated leptons, two jets, and large gT. The selection criteria are summarized in Table I . [2] .
The signature of the single-lepton channels was defined as having one high-pz lepton, large gz-, and a minimum of three jets (with soft p, tag) or four jets (without tag). For the untagged channels, additional background rejection was achieved through event shape criteria based on the aplanarity of the jets in the laboratory frame, A. [9] , and on the scalar sum of the ET's of the jets, which we call HT. The criteria used for selecting the single-lepton channels are shown in Table I . Only the jets that passed the criteria of Table I were used in calculating A. and HT.
The main backgrounds to the single-lepton tt channels were from W + jets, Z + jets (for p, + jets/p", and multijet events where one jet was misidentified as an isolated lepton. The latter do not normally have large gz.
We estimated the multijet background directly from data, based on the joint probability of multijet events having large g'z-and a jet being misidentified as a lepton. Figure 1 shows the number of Z-and multijet- [10] . 
